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Abstract

In this paper, we perform the analysis of cost effective capacity expansion strategies
with incremental deployment aspects of the forthcoming mobile heterogeneous networks
from beyond 4th and 5th generation. We consider different over time (up to year 2025)
increasing traffic volumes in order to determine the most cost-effective capacity
expansion that would minimize aggregate incremental cost. In this aspect, we determine
that deployments with base stations having smaller ranges offer a lower investment risk
on long term, because incremental capacity can be satisfied in smaller stages. This is
especially due to the fact that the cost structure of smaller base stations is dominated by
operational expenditures as compared to, in the other extreme, a new macro base station
site. From this perspective, our techno-economic analysis proposes a model that would be
useful to analyze the economic viability of different type of traffic growth volumes and for
various forthcoming heterogeneous network configurations.
Keywords: 4G, LTE-Advanced, 5G, Millimeter wave, IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.11ac,
Incremental Cost, Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), Net Present Value (NPV), Average
Revenue per User (ARPU), Cost-capacity modeling

1. Introduction
Future mobile networks from the fifth generation (5G) will be heterogeneous in
its nature (HetNet) [1]. This means that Radio Access Networks (RAN) will be
based on one or few Radio Access Technologies (RATs), with hierarchicall y ranged
macro (MaBS), micro (MiBS), pico (PBS) and femto (FBS) base stations (BS) sites,
complemented with particular wireless local area network (WLAN or Wi -Fi) access
points (AP). Nevertheless, even the HetNets from the near future (to utilize e.g.,
RAT like 4G LTE-Advanced) are facing important issue, as they are designed to
operate within the restricted microwave spectrum. Thus, according to [2], the
“millimeter wave (mmW) interface” is considered as one of the five potentially
disruptive technologies and approaches that could lead to both architectural and
component design to serve as basis for the 5G cellular network. Authors in [3-8],
have presented substantial practices for the new high capacity mmW cellular
systems, providing extreme capacity through the huge amount of the available
spectrum in the mmW bands (28 GHz - 300 GHz).
Consequently, such potentials for further improvements within the next few years
and even current astonishing performances of the mmW based 5G systems, were our
exact motivation, to assess their feasibility from techno-economic perspective they to
become the main components of the future 5G HetNets and to assess their ability
together with microwave RATs and advanced Wi-Fi to contribute to bridge the
downgrade trend of the profitability in the telecommunications industry. Related to
this, also we consider the of Wi-Fi deployment based on the IEEE 802.11ac standard
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(known as “Gigabit Wi-Fi”) ensuring high capacity gains apart of the sufficient
coverage.
Hence, in this article using a case study of incremental cost based network
deployment strategies, we present the comparative cost-capacity modeling of beyond
4G and 5G based HetNets. Our goal is to assess various reliable capacity expansion
strategies for a mobile network operator (MNO) challenged to satisfy also various
traffic growth scenarios based on the mobile data demand, within the forthcoming
period 2017-2025. Thus, from the deployment layout mainly based on the BSs with
higher ranges, used as reference, we compare in the time period of 9 years, different
paths to upgrade or introduce new additional BSs/APs sites in the “hot spot” areas.
The outcomes present sufficient findings needed one to be able to determine which
type of capacity expansion strategy would diminish aggregated incremental cost or
the total cost of ownership (TCO) for particular expected traffic growth pattern. Also,
we put special focus on the time component in the research related to the moment
when particular investment is done, since a solution that minimizes incremental costs
in the short run may be cost inefficient in the long run if traffic demand bursts
significantly, and opposite.
This paper consists of 8 sections. Section 2 gives a survey of the most relevant
related research. Section 3 covers a network dimensioning and traffic modeling
approach used. Next, we describe the possible capacity expansion strategies in front
of the MNO. Section 5 describes the specific coverage and capacity analysis.
Further, we elaborate the cost modeling with special accent on the incremental
deployment aspects. Prior the conclusion section, the findings related to the
incremental cost analysis are delivered.

2. Related Works
We base our techno-economic analysis to the references [9–24] covering the
various aspects of cost-efficient capacity expansion strategies of HetNets using
multi-RAT or multi-BS/AP solutions. We particularly base our incremental cost
analysis with non-steady state traffic conditions based on [9, 17, 23]. More
precisely, these publications cover the differences between deployments that
minimize costs in different time perspectives. Thus, [9] considers for the macro
layer the HSPA and in last stage of the time period under analysis only the LTE,
where the hotspots are covered by Wi-Fi APs equipped with IEEE 802.11a and
IEEE 802.11n equipment. Analysis of cost aspects over time using the LTE RAT in
the macro layer complemented with FBS sites and IEEE802.11g and IEEE802.11n
for the hot spot layer are covered in [17]. The both, [9] and [17] only consider a
single carrier frequency in the macro cellular layer by what the incremental cost
estimates presented there could be slightly overestimated. Furthermore, authors in
[9] consider two traffic growth scenarios (a conservative and high growth) across
the years and [17] and [23] single traffic growth scenarios, by what obtained results
for the aggregated incremental cost are more limited from the differentiation point
of view. Furthermore, most of the results presented in these papers are based on the
use of microwave frequency bands higher than 800 MHz [20] and lower than 2.6
GHz bands and the use of system bandwidth ranging from 5 MHz, 10 MHz [23], 15
MHz, [9], and up to maximum 20 MHz, [13, 14, 17]. Here, we focus on various
types of RATs that enable very high spectral efficiency over carriers having bands
ranging from 500 MHz to more than 2.0 GHz in mmW spectrum frequency bands,
and those below 800 MHz and up to 2.6 GHz in the microwave segment, with the
use of carrier aggregation functionality.
Consequently, in this article we originally propose incremental cost analysis,
through determination of aggregate incremental (non-discounted) expenditures per
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year or the TCO over the longer period and based on multi carrier deployments with
recent and future advanced RATs like 5G mmW, LTE-Advanced, Wi-Fi IEEE
802.11n and IEEE 802.11ac. We assume HetNets consisted of MaBS sites which are
complemented with MiBS sites and Wi-Fi AP sites. For each of the considered
BS/AP types we use as a baseline ‘‘up to date’’ cost drivers for the capital (CAPEX)
and the operational (OPEX) expediters. Also, compared to previous related
researches, we consider three different traffic growth scenarios (two linear (low and
high) and one following the so called sigmoid growth function), by what we increase
the reliability of the obtained results compared to previous related researches. With
this regard, we consider various shares of heavy users, various shares of three types
of user terminals, various amount of data usage per hour and with different values of
user activity across the day. Further, according to our best knowledge, we assess for
the first time the potential benefits of using spectrum in the mmW bands in prospect
of obtaining the positive NPV for each year in the considered period, in a way that we
determine the average revenue per user (ARPU) increments on monthly level over the
time.
As a final point, the considered techno-economic framework in this article is a
subsequent stage from our previously published related work on the comparative
cost-capacity analysis of the future wireless HetNets e [25–30]. The difference in
the approach in this article compared to our previous researches is that here, we
consider capacity expansion strategies as a function of not constant traff ic load.
Even though that such approach in our previous research provides important
understandings on the cost-capacity relationship based on the various network
deployments, the time variable was not strictly addressed. Consequently, here we
focus on the strategies to match the deployment of the radio access network (RAN)
over the time or with consideration of the growing traffic volumes.

3. Wireless HetNet Dimensioning and Traffic Modeling
For the network dimensioning, we assume a densely populated urban area. As
reference for the population density of  (users/km²), we consider the capital city of the
France, Paris, having the highest population density in Europe with around 22,000
citizens per km² [31]. Further, we consider a mobile broadband penetration of 75% and
we focus our analysis at incumbent MNO with 60% market share. Consequently, our
analysis relies on 10,000 users/km² assumed to be the constant user base of the MNO
during the period 2017-2025.
As outlined in [9], to predict traffic demand for wireless access services is not easy
goal to be achieved. In such case, it has to be considered both, the exogenous and
endogenous factors. According to [32], most common exogenous factors that could be
identified are: competition, availability of substitutes and network externalities.
Furthermore, according to [33], also the population and income could be considered
as exogenous factors, and all endogenous changes in volume are considered as
movements along the demand curve. Thus, according to [34] besides consideration of
mobile data traffic forecast being exogenous factor, also demand for data should be
modelled in an endogenous way by consideration of the price for data demand and
therefore on spectrum demand, taking into account the network costs and consumers’
willingness to pay for data.
In this article, we consider that the traffic prediction is combination of both exogenous
factors that impact the demand curve, and endogenous factors that determine the pricevolume correlation of the demand. Nevertheless, for the sake of manageability, we
assume traffic growth to be mostly exogenous in its nature (regardless that we
acknowledge that this is not fully the case). This approach is also considered in [9].
Accordingly, we analyze the following three traffic growth scenarios:
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1. “Mobile broadband – low demand scenario” with linear traffic growth (MBB
LIN LOW),
2. “Mobile broadband – high demand scenario” with linear traffic growth (MBB
LIN HIGH), and
3. “Broadband fix replacement” – traffic growth tends to increase according to a
sigmoid shape function [32, 35] (BB REP SIGMO).
In the both scenarios of mobile broadband we consider regular traffic growth
pattern where most of the traffic is handled via other access networks , like fixed.
From other side, broadband replacement scenario is traffic scenario bringing
excessive growth where a significant number of users mostly use data via the mobile
access. Also, for the sake of simplicity, we put our focus only on downlink services
only as currently being more bandwidth demanding. Having in mind that the traffic
volumes per user tend to increase significantly due to higher data rates enabled and
due to introduction of new services, for the traffic forecast phase in line with [23]
[36], we consider the long term large scale traffic model that estimates the area
traffic demand in an average European dense urban city for a given year. According
to this model, the daily generated traffic G(t) over a given area can be defined as a
function of  as follows:
G (t )     (t )  g k  t k

[Mbit/s/km²]

(1)

k

where  ( t ) represents a typical daily traffic variation in terms of percentage of
number of active users for a given time t and gk and tk represent the average data rate and
the fraction of the subscribers using terminal type k, respectively.
In line with [36], we consider three different terminal types: laptop, tablet and
smartphone. Further in the analysis, we consider the fraction of the subscribers
using particular terminal type k. According to [37], smartphones, tablet, and laptops
consisted 97.8% in 2014 and will consist 97.6% of the traffic generated via mobile
access network in 2019 (the rest belongs to non-smartphones, machine-to-machine
(M2M) modules, and wearable devices). Consequently, here we consider the
fraction of the users using these three terminal types with reasonable assumption
that particular users have more than one active terminal type in use. By this, our
calculations show that the number of used device per km² will surpass the number of
users per km² as of 2020.
According to [36, 23] in year 2015, 20%, 5% and 50% of the population are PC,
tablet and smartphone (mobile) users, respectively. Based on [9], in year 2016 the
smartphones share will be 30% and the laptop shares will be between 15-30%. For
year 2014, [37] considers the smartphone share of 29%. Consequently, we consider
for the year 2015 20%, 5% and 30% share for the laptop, tablet and smartphone
respectively, and this year is the reference for the analyzed period 2017-2025.
Further according to [37], we assume the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)
in devices for the period 2017–2019 as 16.7%, 32%, and 5.3% for smartphones,
tablets, and laptop, respectively. For the period 2020-2025, we assume two times
lower CAGR, as we expect the growth of the devices to slow down in the last period
of the observation, what is especially valid for the growth trends following the
sigmoid function.
Next, we study different assumptions for each of the three traffic growth
scenarios. Namely, as in [23], we assume that users are divided into two groups
(i.e., users with heavy and regular data demand) where the capacity requirement of a
regular user is 12.5% of the one of a heavy user. Under the assumption that h% of
the subscribers are categorized as heavy users, the average daily data rate for
terminal k can be defined as:
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gk  h  gk

heaavy

 (100  h ) g k

regular

 / 100

(2)

[Mbit/s]

Here g kheaavy [Mbit/s] and g kregular [Mbit/s] represent the hourly average data rate of
a heavy and an regular user, respectively, what can be calculated based on the
estimated hourly average usage of a heavy and a regular user G kheavy [MB/hour] and
regular

Gk

[MB/hour], based on the following equation:
g

heavy / regular

 G

k

heavy / regular

8

 1024 

k

(3)

[Mbit/s]

3600

In order to reflect the expected traffic growth of the three considered scenarios
across the years within the analyzed period, we adjust different traffic growth
pattern, different ratio of heavy users and fraction of the subscribers using particular
terminal sk as elaborated above. For all three scenarios, we use as reference the
assumed traffic volumes in 2015 according to [36]. In particular, for 2015, we
consider that heavy laptop user consumes traffic load of Rlaptop = 900 MB/hour and
according to [23], we consider that on average a tablet and a smartphone user
generates two and eight times less data traffic than laptop user, or 450 MB/hour a nd
112.5 MB/hour, respectively.
Furthermore, according to [37], for the period 2014–2019 the growth in mobile
data traffic has CAGR of 22.3%, 83.4%, and 60.1% for the laptop, tablet and
smartphone, respectively. This analysis perceives rather high offload onto the fixed
network through Wi-Fi or femtocell which increases from 45% in 2014 to 54% by
2019. Also, as outlined into [37], without offload, mobile data traffic would have
grown 84% rather than 69% in 2014, and total mobile data traffic would grow at a
CAGR of 62 % between 2014 and 2019, instead of the projected CAGR of 57%. We
follow exactly this approach for the MBB LIN LOW scenario, where we consider
these CAGR values to continue up to 2025. Regarding the percentage of the
subscribers classified as heavy for this scenario, we consider that in 2017 th ere will
be 25% of the users treated as heavy for all three types of devices, and after , this
share will continue to increase linearly for 2 p.p. year on year.
Table 1. Peak Area Traffic Demand [Gbps/Km2] for the BB REP SIGMO
Scenario with Estimated Area Traffic Demand in a Dense Urban for the
Period 2017-2025
Year

Laptop
h
%

Tablet

Smart phone



heavy

tk

heavy

Gk

gk

tk

Gk

gk

tk

heavy

Gk

gk

%

G
Gbp
s/km
2

2017

25

22.2

3600

2.7

8.7

1800

1.3

40.9

450

0.3

16

1.4

2018

43

23.4

7200

7.9

11.5

3600

3.9

47.7

900

0.9

32

8.7

2019

51

24.6

14440

18.2

15.2

7200

9.1

55.6

1800

2.3

64

45

2020

59

25.2

28800

40.8

17.6

14400

20.4

60.3

3600

5.1

74

122

2021

65

25.9

57600

88.2

20.4

17280

26.4

65.3

4320

6.6

85

270

2022

68

26.6

69120

110.2

23.7

20736

33.1

70.8

5184

8.3

93

391

2023

71

27.3

76032

126.2

27.5

22810

37.8

76.7

5702

9.4

95

483

2024

75

28.0

79834

138.1

31.9

23950

41.4

83.1

5988

10.3

97

572

2025

78

28.8

79834

143.9

37.0

23950

43.1

90.0

5988

10.8

99

647
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As summary, using (1) in combination with the forecasted values of h, the
fraction of the subscribers using the three terminal types (i.e., t pc, t tablet, ts.phone), and
the average data rate requirements for a heavy user rkheaavy , we calculate the peak
area traffic demand at the busy hour as G [Gbps/km2 ] = maxt(G(t)).The resulting
average area throughput on downlink for the three traffic growth scenarios is
presented in Figure 1. Table 1 summarizes all of the estimated values used as input
for the BB REP SIGMO scenario. Regarding the MBB LIN HIGH scenario, we
again consider gradual increase of the traffic per each user type as in the MBB LIN
LOW scenario, with that difference that now we assume the share of the heavy users
to be 40% until 2019, and then the share of heavy and regular users to be equal for
each type of device. For the third or BB REP SIGMO scenario, we assume that the
traffic growth is more modestly but gradually increased to 20% until 2022 and then
decreased, with such note that in this case we consider much higher gradual growth
of the share of the heavy users which ends with 78% in the last year.
Finally, we consider various values of the indicator  ( t ) representing the number
of subscribers which are active during the busy/peak hour. Thus, for the MBB LIN
LOW scenario, according to [36] we consider the maximal value of 16% active
users during the busy hour in 2015, which figure is further gradually increased for 2
p.p. until 2025 yielding 32% or  MAX  32 % in the last year. The same reference of
 ( t ) in 2015 is used for the BB REP SIGMO scenario, but now we consider much
higher growth of the user activity that is gradually increased for 100% (peak growth
2019) and then decreased, by what the  MAX in the last year is assumed to be almost
maximal or 99%. For the MBB LIN HIGH scenario, we consider the activity of 40%
until 2019, and then activity is kept stable to 50% until the last year.

Figure 1. Average Area Capacity for the Three Traffic Growth Scenarios

4. HetNet Expansion Strategies
Author names and affiliations are to be centered beneath the title and printed in Times
New Roman 12-point, non-boldface type. (See example below) Different expansion
strategies can be identified by the MNOs when satisfying the three traffic growth
scenarios analyzed in this article. According to [9], for the numerical evaluations,
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we consider two expansion paths based on future development of cellular networks
and one path based on multi radio access technology approach, as follows:
1.
“Multi-RAT” (M-RAT): LTE-A MaBS sites are complemented with
different standards of IEEE enabled Wi-Fi APs. 5G mmW cellular upgrades are
considered in the last three years of the period under consideration.
2.
“Cellular development” (CEDE): LTE-A RAT as the macro cellular layer
is complemented with dense MaBSs sites or MiBSs sites in hot spots in the short term
(under the hotspot, we define the “Δ” or extra traffic between two moments of
consideration in the time, e.g. year on year). In the mid-term, installation of additional
carriers to the LTE-A MaBSs is considered. In the long term, 5G MiBS sites are
brought.
Out of the first expansion path, we consider the scenario titled as “M -RAT”, and
out of the second, the scenarios CEDE-I and CEDE-II. Further, we consider that the
starting layout is a regular macro cellular network enabled with LTE RAT with
single carrier frequency. After, for the period 2017–2019, the network is upgraded
according to the specifics of each expansion strategy, or: deployed BSs are enriched
and new BSs are, if necessary, deployed in hot spots [9]. We consider that in the
mid-term, the cellular development depend on an upgrade with an additional carriers
due to the carrier aggregation functionality of the LTE-A. The 5G mmW is assumed
to replace the previous hot spot layer in cellular evolution paths and is introduced in
the last time of the considered period.
Form other side, with the M-RAT expansion strategy, we consider that LTE-A is
deployed at MaBS sites and Wi-Fi APs are used in the hot spots, or the cellular RAT
is used alternatively in MaBS sites and Wi-Fi technology in APs. Also, in this case
the 5G mmW cellular upgrades are considered in the last years with continuous
introduction of additional carriers (up to three to be aggregated). In line with [9], we
also consider that all BSs are upgraded with the respective evolved standard during
the same year. Table 2, summarizes the discussed expansion strategies for the
MNOs up to the year 2025.
Table 2. Cellular-Development and Multi-Access Capacity Expansion
Strategies
Expan.
Str.

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

+ 5G
MiBS
(1c.) at
MaBS
site

+ 5G
MiBS
(upgrad
e 1c.)

5G
MiB
S
(2c.
total)

+ 5G
MiBS
(upgra
de
1c.)

5G
MiB
S
(3c.
total)

LTE-A MaBS
(upgrade with
2c.)

+ 5G
MiBS
(1c.) at
MaBS
site

+ 5G
MiBS
(1c.)

5G
MiB
S
(2c.
total)

+ 5G
MiBS
(1c.)

5G
MiB
S
(3c.
total)

LTE-A MiBS
(upgrade with
1c.)

+ 5G
MiBS
(1c.,
replace
LTE-A)

+ 5G
MiBS
(1c.)

5G
MiB
S
(2c.
total)

+ 5G
MiBS
(1c.)

5G
MiB
S
(3c.
total)

LTE-A
MRAT

MaBS (3c.)
+
IEEE
802.11n

CEDEI

Dense MaBS
LTE-A (3c.)

LTE-A
MaBS (3c.)
CEDEII

+ New LTEA MiBS
(1c.)

LTE-A
MaBS (3c.) +
IEEE 802.11ac

Note: abbreviation “c.” stands for “carrier”.
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5. RAT Specific Parameters Assumptions
The second and following pages should begin 1.0 inch (2.54 cm) from the top
edge. On all pages, the bottom margin should be 1-3/16 inches (2.86 cm) from the
bottom edge of the page for 8.5 x 11-inch paper; for A4 paper, approximately 1-5/8
inches (4.13 cm) from the bottom edge of the page. A BS of class i is characterized
by a maximum average throughput, related to capacity (bit/s), and cell range r (km)
related to coverage (km²). For all BS/AP classes in this article, we dimension the
site coverage as circle area (A=πr²).
As outlined in [13], based on the system parameters from [38] on antenna heights,
wall propagation losses (20 dB) and on antenna diversity, the range of the urban cell
varies from 0.6 km at 2.6 GHz to 1.4 km at 900 MHz. For the urban dense area,
according to [13, 14] a 0.57 km range is considered for the MaBS. Nevertheless,
according to [39], the IMT-Advanced UMa model considers inter-site distance of
0.5 km and UMi O-to-I (outdoor-to-indoor) model considers inter-site distance of
0.2 km, also taking into account the 20 dB loss through walls under its relevant path
loss model. Consequently, we assume 0.25 km cell range for the 4G LTE -A MaBS
sites and 0.1 km cell range for the 4G LTE-A MiBS and 5G mmW MiBS
deployment because we assume it is deployed according to the 3GPP Urban Micro
(UMi) model [39], too. This is in line with the elaborations in [3-5], where authors
also estimate 0.1 km range for 3-sector 5G mmW MiBS site. According to [16], we
model the aggregated capacity of the system, Tsyst , as follows:
T syst  W  N

site

N

cell

(4)

 S eff

where W is allocated bandwidth in MHz, Nsite is the total number of BS/AP sites within
the system coverage area, Ncell is the number of cells and Seff is the average cell spectral
efficiency in bps/Hz/cell. Considering the best antenna configuration, based on [40] the
average cell spectral efficiency for LTE-A is 4.2 and 3.8 bit/s/Hz/cell for the microcellular
and base coverage urban environments, respectively. The cell edge spectral efficiency
equals to 0.15 and 0.10 for the FDD UMi and FDD Uma (20 MHz carrier), respectively.
The empirical path-loss results for the mmW systems obtained for the 100 m distance
between the end nodes, are mostly close to be represented by the Free-space loss model
presented in [8] as follows:
PL

FS , dB

 112 . 4  20 log

10

( f c )  20 log

10

(d )

(5)

where, fc is the carrier frequency in GHz, and d is the distance in km.
Based on the empirical results of [3-6], for the mmW we consider average cell
spectral efficiency of 3.34 bit/s/Hz/cell and 2.93 bit/s/Hz/cell when using 28 GHz
and 73 GHz carriers, respectively. In this case, the 5% cell edge rates are 52.28
Mbps and 24.08 Mbps when using 28 GHz and 73 GHz single carriers, respectively.
Regarding the bandwidth, for the 4G LTE-A RAT we consider for each bandwidth
chunks of 10 or 20 MHz and for the 5G mmW system in line with [3, 6] and [8], we
consider the 50-50 UL-DL TDD split of the 1 GHz bandwidth (or 500 MHz chunk in
DL). For the Wi-Fi coverage-capacity deployment options, we consider that
according to [41] it is very difficult to exceed 50-60% of the nominal bit rate of the
underlying physical layer of Wi-Fi. According to [37], the IEEE 802.11ac products
operating in the 5 GHz band with 80 MHz, can deliver up to 1300 Mbps (high end)
at the physical layer up to 30 m coverage range. Related to IEEE 802.11n, according
to [9] this standard envisages 34.4 MHz channel bandwidth at 5.2 GHz carrier
frequency with the maximum physical layer data rate of 288 Mbps. Based on the
analysis in this section, Table 3 summarizes the coverage-capacity estimates related
to all BS/AP classes enabled with different RATs considered.
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Table 3. Coverage and Capacity Performances for BSS/APS Classes
Enabled with Different Rats and Placed Outside within Residential Area
BS/AP Class/
RAT Parameter

Range (km)
Coverage (km²)
Sectors
Carriers
Bandwidth (MHz)
Carrier (GHz)
Av. Cell Spectral Eff.
(bps/Hz)
Av. Cell Capac. (Mbps)
Av. Site Capac. (Mbps)

4G
LTE-A
MaBS

4G
LTE-A
MiBS

0.25
0.2
3
1
20
2.6
3.8

0.10
0.03
3
1
20
2.6
4.2

5G
mmW
MiB
S
0.10
0.03
3
1
500
28
3.38

76
228

76
252

1690
5070

Wi-Fi
IEEE
802.11ac AP

Wi-Fi
IEEE
802.11n AP

0.03
0.003
1
1
80
5
16.25

0.03
0.003
1
1
34.4
5
8.37

1300
1300

228
288

6. Incremental Cost Modeling
Please avoid using bit-mapped fonts if possible. True-Type 1 fonts are preferred.
Based on demanded capacity and coverage targets elaborated previously, it is
forthright to estimate the number of BS/AP sites (NBS/AP) which multiplied with
CAPEX figures per BS/AP class (CBS/AP), very closely yields the total CAPEX
needed for deployment of particular HetNet layout, or:
CAPEX

 C BS

HETNET

/ AP

N

(6)

BS / AP

A BS of class i is associated with cost ci, including capital expenditures (CAPEX) and
operating costs (OPEX). We consider the BS equipment, BS (site) installation & buildout,
backhaul transmission equipment and Radio Network Controller (RNC) equipment as BS
related CAPEX items and electric power, operation & maintenance, site lease and
backhaul transmission lease as BS related OPEX items. We base our cost structure
modelling to the methodology developed in [9, 15, 21, 22]. The total network cost
comprising of radio access network (CRAN) related costs, business-driven (CBUS/COM) costs
and costs for spectrum license (CSPEC) normalized per unit area (АSYS), can be presented as
follows:
C TOT  C RAN  C BUS



/ COM

C SPEC

[

cos t

(7)

]

area

A SYS

In this chapter, we diminish the spectrum and business related costs as sunk cost. The
present values of the RAN related cost or the total accumulated Net Present Value of the
network (NPV (CTOT)) represents the sum of the yearly cost in terms of annualized
CAPEX and OPEX, which are discounted by discount rate of 12.5% (we equalize the
discount rate to the Weighted Average Cost of Capital – WACC [17]), for the network
life cycle of K = 10 years, or:
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Within the above equations Ann.CAPEX represents the annualized CAPEX, Ij(i)
represents the investment in asset type “j”  {equipment of particular BS or AP class,
transmission links, backhaul equipment…} in year “i”, and  the parameter which is
annualizing the present value of the capital investments with discount rate equal again to
WACC with “n” number of years over which the value is annualized. The other symbols
used have the following meaning: Nj(i) - number of operated items of type “j” in year “i”,
Mj(i) - number of purchased items of type “j” in year “i”, cjCAPEX and cjOPEX are the
associated per unit investment and operating cost, respectively, for each asset “j” in the
initial year, and pjCAPEX and pjOPEX denote the respective yearly price trends.
According to [9, 14], we divide the cost structure of RAN in two groups: the first
related to the costs for radio equipment, and the second combining the costs for the BS
site deployment and transmission. In line with [9], [17], in this study new base stations
and upgrades of existing sites are deployed over time, because of what an annual price
erosion should be considered for base station equipment. Regarding the mmW based
deployments, it should be noted that such hardware is far from commercialization so the
price level is quite uncertain. Nevertheless, due to general declining trend of the prices for
the BS related hardware, we expect that the radio equipment for the 5G mmW sites to be
lower compared to 4G LTE-A RAT. Thus, considering the 5% yearly price erosion, we
assume that the 5G mmW MiBS radio equipment supporting 3 sectors and 1 carrier, will
be around 12.8 k€ for the reference year 2021. Quite opposite, because of the need to
support the RAN capacity advances, we assume the transport cost for the typical PTP
backhaul infrastructure to have an increasing trend. The findings related to the cost items
(CAPEX and OPEX) for 4G LTE-A MaBS, 4G LTE-A MiBS, 5G mmW MiBS sites and
Wi-Fi AP sites are elaborated in details in our contribution [30] which is based on the cost
items analysis from [9, 13, 14, 17, 42, 43].
As summary, Table 4 contains the cost drivers with respect to CAPEX, OPEX and total
discounted costs for each of the newly deployed BS/AP classes enabled with various
RATs.
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Figure 2. Resulting Total Discounted Cost Structure of BP/AP Classes
Furthermore, Figure 2 depicts the total resulting discounted costs of the considered
layout, clustered by related expenditures of radio equipment, site and transmission. Based
on this cost modeling approach, the primary goal is to answer the question, which type of
capacity expansion would minimize aggregate incremental cost or the total cost of
ownership (TCO) (for an expected traffic growth). According to [17], TCO should be
used for offering a clear picture over the total involved costs for the entire studied period
by taking into account the total expenses when running a network including acquisition
price and yearly operating & maintenance costs.
Table 4. Cost Drivers with Respect to CAPEX and OPEX for Newly BS/AP
Classes Deployed in Concrete Year (The Reuse of the Site is Indicated)
New sites
BS/AP Class/RAT

4G LTE-A MaBS - 3 sector and 3
carriers (2017)
4G LTE-A MaBS - 3 sector and 1
carrier (2017)
4G LTE-A MiBS (2017) - 3 sector
and 3 carriers
4G LTE-A MiBS (2017) - 3 sector
and 1 carrier
5G mmW MiBS (2021) - 3 sector
and 3 carriers
5G mmW MiBS (2021) - 3 sector
and 3 carriers (site reuse)
5G mmW MiBS (2021) - 3 sector
and 1 carrier
WLAN 802.11ac AP (2019) - 1
sector and 1 carrier
WLAN 802.11n AP (2019) - 1
sector and 1 carrier
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In this study, we differentiate the considered HetNet expansion strategies in Section 4,
also based on the choice if the new BSs will be used or upgrades of the existing sites will
be deployed over time. Regarding the placement of the totally new sites, BS/AP prices
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have been adjusted based on the general price erosion assumed for equipment.
Transmission costs are considered to be stable or higher across the years due to the higher
peak data rate required in the future. For the upgrade of the existing site, we consider the
following options:
1.
Denser layout, assuming building of new sites (next to the existing sites)
with the same or new RAT as previous for what new antenna system (radio
equipment) is installed, but however, the fiber backhaul already is in place through
the previous build site. Thus, for the incremental CAPEX, the radio equipment and
site related costs are only considered. These upgrades add to all OPEX items.
2.
Existing base stations are enhanced and additional base stations are,
deployed in hot spots, in which case addition of base stations with new RAT is
deployed at regular sites supporting previous RAT (site reuse). A new fiber backhaul
is thus installed, which adds to both capital (all items) and operational (only to
transmission) expenditures.
3.
Upgrade with new RAT (replacement of previous RAT used in hot spot
layer) or upgrade of the existing RAT (adding additional carriers), through upgrade of
BS platform assuming new radio equipment and software upgrade, what could
require increased backhaul transmission capacity or utilization of the fiber backhaul
that is already in place. All this adds to both CAPEX (all items) and OPEX (only to
transmission).
In line with this analysis, CAPEX and OPEX for these units are calculated based on
assumptions for a concrete reference year (either year 2017 or 2021 as shown in Table 4).
Table 5. Estimates on the Incremental Cost per BS/AP Class for Upgrades
of Existing Sites, in the Reference Year, for Particular Expansion Strategy
BS/AP Class/RAT Upgrades of existing sites

Dense 4G LTE-A MaBS
- 3 sector and 1 carrier
Dense 4G LTE-A MaBS
- 3 sector and 3 carriers
4G LTE-A MaBS - 3
sector and 1 carrier, upgrade
with additional carrier
4G LTE-A MiBS - 3
sector and 1 carrier, upgrade
with additional carrier
5G mmW MiBS - 3
sectors and 1 carrier
(upgrade with site reuse)
5G mmW MiBS - 3
sectors and 1 carrier
(upgrade of BS platfrom for
hot spot)
5G mmW MiBS - 3
sector and 1 carrier, upgrade
with additional carrier
Dense 5G mmW MiBS 3
sectors and 3 carriers
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Table 5 summarizes the exact assumptions on incremental costs per unit for each
of the particular expansion strategies considered in the Table 2 (M -RAT, CEDE-I
and CEDE-II).
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7. Findings of the Incremental Cost Analysis
Based on the previous inputs, in this section we calculate the total cost of ownership
(TCO) of the considered expansion strategies (M-RAT, CEDE-I and CEDE-II) for the
three traffic growth scenarios (MBB LIN LOW, MBB LIN HIGH and BB REP SIGMO).
Saying different, the cost analysis is based on comparing the total cost for each
deployment in order to meet the targeted capacity demand for particular year. The related
discounted incremental costs are given in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The Net Present Value of Tte Discounted Incremental Cost for the
Expansion Strategies Related to Various Traffic Growth Scenarios
The results show that the total discounted incremental cost is approximately the same
in case of the MBB LIN HIGH and MBB LIN LOW scenarios, for the CEDE-II and MRAT expansion strategies, or around 1.2 Mil € per km² and 0.5 Mil € per km²,
respectively. For these two traffic scenarios, the cellular development strategy using dense
MaBSs layout (CEDE-II) is more expensive because of the higher unit cost for the macro
layer. This is also valid for the most capacity demanding BB REP SIGMO traffic growth
scenario, which also has the highest differences between NPV values of all three traffic
scenarios, or CEDE-II is higher for around 15% and 130% than the NPV values of the
total discounted incremental cost of CEDE-I and M-RAT, respectively. For the BB REP
SIGMO scenario, the difference between CEDE-II and M-RAT is evident (or around
100%). The reason for this is that in case of CEDE-II the OPEX contribution is higher
compared to the M-RAT scenario. Also, it can be seen that by comparing the BB REP
SIGMO and MBB LIN HIGH traffic scenarios, the discounted incremental cost is
approximately 15%, 150%, and 105% higher for the BB REP SIGMO traffic scenario in
case of the M-RAT, CEDE-I and CEDE-II, respectively.
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Figure 4. The Needed Extra ARPU for Positive NPV Related to Different
Expansion Strategies and Traffic Growth Scenarios
Furthermore, we calculate the “Δ” or the increased level of average revenue per user
(ARPU) per month that will be sufficient to ensure the positive NPV. Thus, based on the
results of Figure 3, the Figure 4 contains the levels of minimum needed extra monthly
ARPU to make the positive NPV. Thus, positive NPV would be reached at an increased
ARPU of around 25.0 €/month in the case of traffic demand as per BB REP SIGMO
scenario and CEDE-I expansion strategy or approximately with 15.0 /month if the traffic
increases per MBB LIN HIGH scenario with the CEDE-II expansion strategy. The
tolerable and most balanced ARPU increase of around 12.8 €/month can be reached in
case of SIGMOID traffic scenario with the M-RAT expansion strategy. Again, this was
calculated at a 12.5% discount rate and the same equal number of 10,000 users over the
studied period of 9 years.
Related to the total number of used BS/AP sites in hot spots per km², the results for
each of the considered expansion strategy and traffic growth scenarios is shown in Table
6. In particular, a large number of 4G LTE-A MaBSs and MiBSs are needed to support
the offered traffic volumes in the years 2018-2020 especially for CEDE-I and CEDE-II
expansion strategies. Also, this is relevant for the Wi-Fi APs for the M-RAT expansion
path in case of the BB REP SIGMO scenario. Still, almost in all cases a massive
deployment is minimized with the introduction of the 5G mmW MiBS layer.
The aggregate incremental (non-discounted) expenditures representing the TCO per
year are presented in Figure 5 for the three traffic growth scenarios (a), b), and c)). The
TCO for the final year (2025) shows the total expenditures during the whole period under
study.
What can be first noticed is that in the traffic scenario which is most capacity driven, or
the BB REP SIGMO scenario, the annual expenditures (TCO) are significantly lower for
the M-RAT expansion strategy. This is especially valid for the medium and the long term
period. Even more, it can be seen that the total cost over almost the whole period is
similar for the M-RAT scenario in case of the BB REP SIGMO and MBB LIN HIGH
traffic scenarios, what gives more confidence to the MNO regardless of the traffic growth
pattern.
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Table 6. Number of BS/AP Site in the Hot Spot Layer per km²
Year

201
7

201
8

M-RAT
CEDE-I
CEDE-II

2
2
6

M-RAT
CEDE-I
CEDE-II

4
4
10

M-RAT
CEDE-I
CEDE-II

1
1
3

201
202
202
9
0
1
2
BB REP SIGMO Traffic Scenario
34
6
12
30
11
40
68
30
30
74
79
30
MBB LIN HIGH Traffic Scenario
7
1
2
4
3
4
10
4
7
7
12
4
MBB LIN LOW Traffic Scenario
3
1
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
3
3
2

202

202
3

2
024

20
25

13
13
13

7
7
7

6
6
6

6
6
6

4
4
4

5
5
5

9
9
9

18
18
18

2
2
2

3
3
3

5
5
5

11
11
11

Driven by the higher investments on the short run, and before 5G mmW RAT
commercialization, it is clear that a strategy with cellular development driven by the
macro layer (CEDE-I) will have the highest TCO over the analyzed period, no matter of
the traffic growth scenario. Also, the annual expenditures in the medium and long term
are almost equal in case of the M-RAT and CEDE-II expansion strategies for the MBB
LIN LOW traffic growth scenario. The reason for this could be found in the relatively
lower expenditures driven by the 4G LTE-A MiBS or Wi-Fi in the short run, and in later
stages by the low cost of 5G mmW MiBS which is almost identical no matter that in case
of CEDE-II the hot spot layer is replaced by the 5G mmW MiBSs and in case of the MRAT strategy the number of sites are reused for the same 5G based layout.
Further, it is worth of consideration the aspect that in case of the BB REP SIGMO
scenario, almost the same cost pattern can be identified between CEDE-I and CEDE-II
expansion strategies, with higher annual expenditures of around 1.0 Mil € for the CEDEII strategy due to the predominant macro layer. Lastly, we could indicate that until the
appearance of the low-cost mmW based 5G technology that will surely diminish the
higher expenditures occurring with 4G LTE-A MaBS sites, in the meantime Wi-Fi APs
should be deployed at certain (or at the hot spot) locations as sufficient to respond to the
area capacity values even in the mid-term.

8. Conclusion
In this article, we assess from techno-economic perspective few possible
incremental deployment strategies for capacity expansion of MNOs, seeking to
deploy future wireless HetNets capable to satisfy over time (2017 -2025) increasing
traffic volumes.
The findings show that considered capacity expansion paths at least by year 2025
would provide a different incremental cost for MNOs in the densely populated urban
areas. In particular, on long rung there is high potential for capacity increase that could
enable higher data rates per user, thanks to the huge amount of additional bandwidth
laying in the mmW band of the frequency spectrum. Nevertheless, in the mid-term and
before standardization and commercialization of the high capacity enabling RATs from
the 5th generation, MNOs need to satisfy the increasing data demand with mix of RATs.
This would be especially valid for the hot spots, which could be complemented with the
advanced Wi-Fi APs like IEEE 802.11ac.
For the short run, surprisingly the lower aggregated incremental cost can be achieved
with the expansion strategy of cellular development assuming denser deployments with
LTE-Advanced macro layer, compared to the case of adding additional MiBS sites. The
reason for this could be found in the higher number of aggregated carriers in the case of
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4G LTE-A MaBSs by what higher capacity can be achieved with lower number of base
stations. The capacity differences reflected in the different level of TCO are less evident
in the cases when the traffic growth is liner.
Finally, we could conclude that one of the crucial uses for an incremental cost
deployment study in practice would be to assess the economic feasibility of different
business cases. With this regard, one may conclude that the traffic growth scenarios
evaluated here can be maintained at tolerable incremental costs.
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(a)

Mobile Broadband Linear High Growth Traffic Scenario

(b)

Mobile Broadband Linear Low Growth Traffic Scenario
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(c)

Broadband Replacement Sigmoid Growth Traffic Scenario

Figure 5. The Total Cost of Ownership (Non-Discounted) per Year for the
Three Different Traffic Growth Scenarios (A), (B) and (C)
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